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Small/Medium Size Enterprises

Small & Medium Size Enterprises

Lexland Lawyers will help your company to develop the right steps to meet your business needs and make
your company a success. Tasks such as the keeping of the accounts and the declaration of taxes can be
managed through our tax and accounting department, saving your business valuable time, which in turn
can then be focused on your core business.

Here are a few of the business services we can assist you with:
Incorporation of companies
In Lexland we have experts whose expertise evolves around providing clients with thorough advise on
company incorporation. Furthermore, they manage the entire procedure, from the registering the name of
the company til its entry in the Commercial Register.
Accounting
Within our team, we have consultants and accountants who will manage and monitor the analytical
accounts system of your business activity. In addition, they are responsible for the reception, verification,
processing and analysis of accountancy data, and for the maintenance of the official records among other
functions.
Taxation
Whether your business is already established or is yet to be, our SME consultants will be responsible for
tax planning in order to follow the most optimal ways for your company to save costs. We will handle such
tasks as filing of corporate tax and provide you with a professional and an efficient tax advice.
Labour advice
Our professionals will take care of the preparation and execution of employment contracts of employees,
registration of contracts in the INEM (National Employment Institute), processing of new and departing
staff with the Social Security, preparation of monthly payrolls, termination and settlement of each and
every contract, preparation of annual withholding certificates among other functions.
Mergers and acquisitions
Should you wish to buy or sell a company, we must take into account a number of specific requirements
and manage this process in a thorough and professional manner. Lexland has several highly specialized
experts whose expertise evolves around mergers and acquisitions.
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